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Archaeological Surveying at the Artefactual Level: Digital XRadiography
Chris Caple&Vicky Garlick
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Aims
Unlike objects in museum collections, which are already regarded as worthy of study and
preservation, archaeological excavations produce numerous fragments, corroded lumps and ‘things’
covered in soil which may or may not be objects, may or may not have value. Archaeological
conservators receivingsuch materialfrom excavations have responsibilities for aiding and informing
the archaeological process as well as conserving (preserving, revealing [cleaning to restoring] and
investigating)1 any artefacts/objects2 that are considered worthy of becomingpart of
permanentcollections. The conservator’s responsibility in the archaeological process requires
assessment (investigation and identification)and selection, from this excavated material, of the
artefacts / objectsfor retention and conservation. This is normally done in collaboration with
archaeological colleagues3. The selected objects and their associated information can then be
integrated with all the other evidence recovered from the excavation to enable archaeologists to
document and understandthe human past. This pre-object existenceprior to assessment in the
archaeological process is most apparent when dealing with corroded ironwork, much of which
cannot be identified on site by the archaeologist, but requires the conservator to X-ray the ironwork
and either the conservator, archaeologist or find’s specialist, or a combination of these individuals,to
go through the X-radiographs and ‘identify’ the artefacts/objects4. This paper considers
thisinvestigation and the methods used to achieve it as well as theassessment and selection
processes. It exploresways in which they can be made more effective and efficient.
Archaeological sites can produce many hundreds of lumps of iron oxidesand oxyhydroxides(both
natural and human made,hereafter referred to as concretions). These can range from iron
objectswith a light coveringof corrosion, through iron artefacts which have become completely
corroded and have nothing but mineral left, to natural agglomerations of iron oxides such as iron
pan or degraded ironstone nodules. There is an initial selection on the excavation by the ‘diggers’
who will exclude any clearly natural concretions, only selecting possible artefacts / objects. There is
a need to identify meaningful objects from amongst these concretions quickly and cheaply. The
costs of conservation and X-radiography have increasingly encouraged archaeologists, especially (but
not exclusively) in the commercial sector5, not to X-ray all their concretions, but to make a selection,
removing what they believe areunidentifiable fragments or nails6 and other ubiquitous objectswhich
they perceive as having little archaeological value before giving them to the conservator. They
areprimarily seeking to identify informative artefacts such as weapons, tools and similar highstatus
objects. This potentially leads to many artefacts remaining unidentified and being
discarded.Developments in digital X-radiography and archaeological / conservation decision making
can potentially speed up and reduce the cost of the identification process. However, there is a need
to recognise this is primarily part of the excavation process7rather than a conservation activity
andapply archaeological methods, decision making processes and ethics rather than those of
conservation,until such time as the concretion is identified as an object of sufficient value to merit
conservation.
1 Example
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An example of the potential loss of information is provided by bodkin / armour-piercing arrowheads
of the 12th and 13th century (Figure 1). Emerging covered in corrosion such objects are visually
almost identical to nails and would not be identified or selected for conservation based on visual
inspection. Even on X-radiograph (Figure 2) these arrowheads appear visually similar to nails,
especially when nails have corroded into hollow tubular forms8 due to the corrosion process.
Consequently many are going unrecorded / unreported. When Jessop discusses these arrowheads;
M7, M8, M9 in his typology, he suggests as previous authors9 that these arrowheads appear in larger
numbers in the 13th century sites and thus areprobably a response to the increasing use of armour
in the 13th and 14th century10.However, recent work by Bunning has noted examples of tanged
bodkin arrowhead forms in 10th century, Scandinavian contexts in Ireland11whilst Jessop noted a
couple of socketed examplesrecovered from 12th century contexts such asCastle Acre. This suggests
a more complex arrowhead evolution; bodkin formsare developed in the Viking period presumably
to pierce mail and leather, married in the 12th century in Britain to the developing use of socketed
attachment, all of which preceded the development of plate armour. Work by Stretton and Starley12
has also raised questions about the penetrative power of these arrowheads, which are only effective
when made of appropriately rigid steel.However, with so few examples from well dated contexts,the
sequence of development of this weapon, its presence / absence in different cultures andthe
evolution of the form all remain unclear due to the lack of well dated examples from
excavations.How many have been discarded in the belief that they were nails?

Figure 1: Bodkin type
arrowheads from13th
century contexts, Dryslwyn
Castle (Caple 2007).

Figure 2: X-radiograph of a bodkin
type arrowhead and three nails
from 12th century contexts, Nevern
castle
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There are other examples of simple iron object forms include fragments of chains, lock bolts, barrel
padlocks, keys, door furniture and tools all of which frequently go un-x-rayed and unidentified.
O’Connor suggested 10% of iron artefacts identified as nails from the Coppergate excavations were
in reality parts of more interesting and complex objects13.
Archaeology Assessment and Selection
Archaeology has limited resources and a large range of potential sites14, consequently all
archaeological management processes are now expected to include:
 Understanding of the range, nature and value of material (assessment phase)
 Selection of an appropriate sample for detailed analysis (selection phase)
This selectivity applies not only to excavation, but the equally expensive post-excavation process. In
1989 English Heritage created a formal ‘management of archaeological projects’ process (MAP),
revised by 1991 as MAP215, which required a formal assessment phase, after the excavation process
was complete, that considered the post excavation work, looking at the value it brought and
selecting whether to proceed with it as a whole or only proceed with the parts which delivered high
value information, effectively cost vs. benefit analysis. This has now been replaced by ‘Management
of Research Projects in the Historic Environment’ MoRPHE (Historic England 2015), which applies the
same cost benefit ideas to all heritage projects. These, or equivalent processes, are widely practised
in commercial archaeology. Consequently a quick, cheap, accurate assessment process is required
to reveal the nature of the excavated material, especially the iron concretions, to inform the MAP2 /
MoRPHE process. English Heritage (later as Historic England) has from the inception of MAP always
advocated X-radiography of ironwork16, the extent to which this has been done has varied
considerably.
The informed selection processes continue into the museum.Even where we have identified
museum objects, those worthy of investigation, cleaning and preservation, the limited conservation
resources available require an object selection or prioritisation process for conservation. These may
be made on the basis of the object condition, resulting in collection condition surveys or a combined
curatorial valuation process and condition survey17. Even within the conservation process a cost
benefit approach is often required to cleaning, leading to partial cleaning especially for corroded
archaeological iron objects18.
1 Valuation Processes
To emphasise the level of consideration and judgement which goes into assessment and
selectionactivities, the term valuation is increasinglyused in heritage and conservation management.
Valuation maydescribe the aspects (tangible or intangible) of the site/objectwhich are most useful /
important / functional to individuals, groups or organisations. Valuationeffectively identifies the
features or aspects of the site or objects which are most important and thusstarts to define the way
in which any conservation process will proceed (to preserve/reveal/investigate the features
identified as valuable).The value is used in conjunction withdetailed recording of the object / site, a
clear appreciation of the nature and extent of the decay mechanisms and an appreciation of
theresources available, as essential elements in formulating the conservation planning process19. In
almost all cases the limited nature of resources means that the valuation process allows a ranking (of
site or object significance) to be achieved. Resources are then made available / applied sequentially
to the highest ranked until they are exhausted.
2 Example
A simple example of the valuation process used in archaeology is provided by Startin who describes
the process of selecting moated sites to be protected through legislation; the legal instrument of
scheduling the site as an ancient monument. Here academic / historic values were the key aspect of
the sites which needed consideration. As the cost of excavation prohibits its use on all sites,
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assessmentswere made using a series of sub-category values; survival, information potential,
diversity of features, documentation (archaeological), documentation (historic), associations, group
value and amenity value. Simple numerical scales (1-3) or (1, 2) were used, though these numbers
were squared to increase numerical separation. Since the sub-category valueswere considered
equally important, they could be added and the resultant number used as a basis for selection20.In
this case the valuation was termed the site’s ‘national importance’, in order to meet the terms of the
1979 Ancient Monuments Amendment Act and the highest scored sites scheduled.
Published examples of conservation assessment based on valuation have focussed on sites and
buildings, few if any examples of simple objects have been published. This is probably because in
practice experiencedarchaeologists and conservators have used their expertise to select objects e.g.
from X-radiographs, without recourse to slow, formal, numerical systems. However, when training
young conservators or making contentious or highly visible decisions to select only a few objects
with the highestheritage significance for detailed recording or conservation, a clearly articulated,
formalised mechanism is useful, see Valuation / Identification.
Assessment Technology: X-Ray Survey Systems
Assessments of excavated artefacts, especially corroded archaeological ironwork, have routinely
taken place using X-radiography throughout the 20th and 21st century21. Traditionally X-radiographs
were taken on film (SF) which required wet development in tanks and then drying, prior to
examination. Films are typically taken and processed in batches, depending on the size of the tanks.
Typically,at Durham we process batches of 6 plates (each 180mm x 125mm), each developing cycle
takes 45minutes (60 minutes including the time taken to lay artefacts out on the plate and pack
them away). Though in theory in a working day we can process a maximum of42 - 48 plates, this
does not include any marking up of the film22 or interpretation of the images. In practice, with
identification, it would be less than half of this number. The number of concretions/artefactsimaged
depends on their size. In practice, around 14 concretions are imaged per plate for the site of Nevern
Castle, this means around 588 concretions imaged, or250 - 300 imaged, assessed and marked up,per
day. Fell and colleagues23 suggest 8 plates (180 x 240mm) per day(around 224 concretions) including
marking up and interpretation. So around 200-300 concretions imaged and assessed, double this for
only imaged. If the film is digitised for reasons of storage or image transmission, there is a loss of
image quality and the number of object imaged a day falls further24.
Film images have excellent quality and are currently the best medium in which to ‘read’ the image.
However, most organisations such as hospitals, veterinary practice, dentists and engineering firms
who use radiographs have now moved to digital imaging. Reasons include: saving in time not having
to process wet film, saving costs (especially expensive silver compounds), risks and disposal
problems of using chemicals (again especially silver compounds), saving space without the need for
dark rooms or storing X-ray plates. The speed of obtaining the digital image and the ability to
enhance, transmit and store images are also considerable benefits. There are a number of types of
digital radiography systems, but given the need for low cost and the relative simplicity of most
archaeological objects, 2D X-ray digital imaging systems are normally adequate. The two main types
of system are: Computed Radiography (CR) unit and a Digital Radiography (DR)25.
Computed radiography (CR) units use cassettes containinga plate coated in phosphors which have
object placed on them and are exposed to X-rays e.g. in a Faxitron cabinet, as with traditional film.
This cassette is then placed into a scanner (Figure 3) and a laser scans the plate, stimulating light
emission from the phosphors which is proportional to the X-ray dose received by the phosphor. A
photomultiplier reads the light emission level which it converts to an electric pulse giving rise of a
digital image, displayed on the screen of an associated computer. The digital image can be
enhanced (brightness, contrast, magnification), saved and printed, using appropriate software and
devices. CR unit cassettes are sized to be similar to current x-ray film plate sizes. This means they
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can potentially be used in traditional Hewlett Packard Faxitron 43806 X-Ray Systemunits which are
present in many archaeology conservation labs26 as well as with any of the wide range of separate Xray generators presently available. Organisations such as the National Museum of Wales have
purchased a CR system and replaced film for conservation radiography.

Figure 3: CR System (Carestream, Vita System)
Using a CR digital imaging system at Durham (Kodak ‘Point of Care’CR120 digital x-ray imaging
system) together with a stand-alone X-ray generator (Merlin Gerin multi 9 C60N X-ray source), we
can process around 28 digital plates per day. The digital plates we use are 6.8 times the size of the
film plates. With similar numbers and sizes of concretions, 952 could be seated on a single plate
andthus 2,666 concretionsimaged in a day. Again these figures do not include marking up or
interpreting the imagesand thesefigures were achieved with the support of a student volunteer
working with the conservator to help load and unload the plates. Careful records need to be made
to correlate each object and its unique site code with its image on the plate.
Digital radiography (DR) systems comprise a flat panel detector connected (wirelessly in most
modern systems) to a computer (Figure 4). Two types of detector are commonly used; direct
conversion systems use selenium compounds to directly convert x-ray photons into electric charge,
indirect conversion systems use a scintillator layer and a light sensitive TFT diode to create the digital
signal.

Figure 4: DR System (Cuattro Slate 3+)
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Objects placed on the flat panel detector will, when irradiated, give an almost instant image of the
computer screen. The resultant digital image can again be enhanced (brightness, contrast,
magnification), saved and printed using appropriate software and devices. DR systems have been
more expensive and were initially less reliable and had poorer resolution than CR systems.
Resolution and reliability are increasing and their portability can potentially make them useful (with
an appropriate X-ray source) in the field. The archaeologists and conservators working on the
excavations at Jamestown Virginia use a DR system to scan their ironwork. At Durham we found
that many of the current DR systems are configured for medical use, intended to use low X=-ray
doses, and were thus too sensitive to give good images when used with a conventional Hewlett
Packard Faxitron43806 X-Ray Systemunits.
It is important to note that when using either DR or CR systems it should be possible to import,
export and save the original raw digital image file, before any software manipulation. Such
manipulation, though usually beneficial, can create artificial effects and images which are potentially
misleading and the capacity to go back to the original image is an important safeguard.
In both cases when dealing with a digital unit it is possible to ‘label’ the resultant image digitally e.g.
using Photoshop™. However, this can be a time consuming step, only labelling those concretion
images subsequently identified as objects can save time and thus reduce costs, see Valuation /
Identification. In practice a digital photograph of the bags (or a written list of details) laid out in the
same arrangement as the objects on the plate proved a convenient record of the site information.
Thehigh costs of X-ray plates and chemicals meant that the largest large a number of concretions
possible were X-rayed on each film. However, the loweroperating costs of digital X-radiography
means that only the objects for a single context (or restricted group of archaeological contexts) need
be put on a single plate, making it easier to research individual buildings or occupation layers. At
present,using CR systems appears to enable between double and triple the number of objects per
day to be processed.The use of DR systems could potentially further increase the capacity to bring
these costs down further.
X-radiography of archaeological objects serves two aims.
 Observing detail beneath dirt and corrosion to facilitate; cleaning, revealing the method of
manufacture, locating original surface, identifying decoration and detail and detecting
invisible damage. This can require high quality X-radiographs.
 Swift object identification, which can be done with slightly poorer quality digital xradiographs.
Improvements in resolution now allow digital to be effectively used by conservators for >99% of
requirements27. The lower running costs and lower space costs, ease of image storage and
reductionin the use of chemicals recommend digital x-radiography systems too many archaeological
conservators, only the high initial purchase costs; 20-80K, and potential repair bills, prevent more
widespread use of such systems28. There is, however, no point in discarding film systems completely
if there is still an occasional need to provide a high quality X-radiograph image; it may be
appropriate to consider owning both systems, provided they are capable of using the same X-ray
generating source. Clearly benefits of space reduction, removing chemicals etc will not be
experienced.
Valuation / Identification / Decision Making/Selection Process
Given the need to manage post excavation activities, a rigorous but transparent system for selecting
artefacts from X-radiographs is required. It should include clear definition of the factors involved,
the weighting they are given, a clear method through which an ‘overall’ score is reached and a series
of actions or activities which can be triggered by the overall score (thresholds). Such a system leads
to an analytic deliberative or AD decision making process29and facilitates a significant level of
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transparency and control of the process.Where there are limited resources these can be focussed on
the most valued objects.It should be emphasised that that this process acts as a guide to the
professional conservator and is not an automatic process of the ‘the computer says no’ variety. It
will aid further development of the system if the reasons for the inclusion of an object scoring
poorly, or exclusion of an object scoring well, is recorded, analysed and used to inform the
improvement of the system in future versions.Publishing the parameters on which decisions are
made and their weighting, permits discussion and recognises that they may vary from site to site,
culture to culture and archaeologist to archaeologist. Such discussions lead to enhanced categories
and weightings, thus improving the overall decision making system, hence this article. Thresholds
triggering action also vary with cultural valuation of the past and the availability of resources.
Separation of the assessment and threshold for action elements aids the development of good
professional practice,even when there is a poverty (or surfeit) of resources to carry out the work.
The valuation process of corroded iron concretions as objects appropriate for conservation is
normally done through appraisal of the X-radiograph image and the actual object. In a number of
cases it is be appropriate to turn the object through 90o and re X-ray, so providing both plan and
section X-radiograph images. This greatly increases the capacity to correctly identify the artefact.
The value of an objectis based on three criteria, which can be given numerical scores (in brackets)
and then totalled:






F = Form / Shape- the more clearly identifiable an image is as an object with a function or an
associated culture or date, the more useful to the archaeologist. A plain unidentifiable piece
of metal has little or no value (0), a simple object of widely seen form such as a nail has a
limited value (2), a tool or object with similarly identifiable function has some value (4), a
clearly identifiable object with specific use which was only produced for a limited time or
was associated with a specific cultural group or activity such as a weapon or high status
jewellery is very valuable (6). Knowledge about object (identification) based on its shape
may come from a finds specialist, archaeologist, the conservatoror researching appropriate
publications. Aspects such as looking at the objects in broken cross section may be
important for distinguishing between objects such as nails, arrowheads etc.
% = Completeness – where an object is complete or near complete it reveals any damage or
repair or use it has undergoneand this is valuable (2). A damaged but significant part of an
object can potentially still provide some information (1) but a fragment which cannot
confidently be ascribed to a particular part of the object effectively has no value (0).
C = Context - the more securely dated the context, the more informative it is for the site the
better. The context information comes from the archaeologist, who will invariably use tools
such as phased Harris matrices30 to establish such information. Low value is ascribed to
unstratified finds (1). Those re-deposited in later contextsor from contexts built up over a
long period of time (2). The highest values are where a deposit is clearly related to a specific
event which occurred at a known time (relative or absolute) suchas foundation or
destruction of a building or an event such as a siege (3), The value 0 is not used because
even an unstratified object may have some value, indicating the presence of a specific group
or activity on the site.

It will be noted that the relative worth of these numerical values are not equal;theweightings derive
from the author’s experience and that of colleagues at Durham. The form or shape of an artefact is
the principal method of identification, hence the enhanced numerical weighting. It alsorecognises
that objects such as tools and weaponsfrom well dated contexts are far more archaeologically
valuable than complete or well contexted simple artefacts such as nails. Consequently the product
(F x % x C) of the weightings is used. A well contexted complete tool or weapons would thus score36
(6 x 2 x 3). Arguably there may also be additional valuation where there are features such as
decoration or plating are present, though such features devoid of the essential elements would
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mean little and thus a value of 0-4 might be added to the score giving a maximum score of 40.
Interesting and only partially damaged objects even from unstratified contexts would score 6(6 x 1 x
1) as would fragments of simpleobjects from good contexts(2 x 1 x 3). Largely completesimple
objects such as hinges in a redeposited31 context would score 8 (4 x 2 x 1). All of these may be
worthy of further observation, even drawing or partial cleaning. Thus conservation and retention as
an object, part of the collections from the site, may occur for an object with a combined values as
low as 6, but the level at which concretions are classified as ‘objects’and retained for conservation,
will depend on the site, level of funding etc. Higher valued objects are likely to require significant
specialist reports. Experienced conservators, finds researchers and archaeologists,when looking at
X-radiographs and objects, perform these assessments in fractions of a secondand for them it is a
heuristic decision making process32 However, when explaining the process e.g. when teaching, or
when you are learning, it is important to be able to break this process down into its component
steps so young conservators and archaeological colleagues can understand how decisions are arrived
at, as an analytic, deliberative decision making process.
Interpretation
It is not the production of the cleaned object which is of primary importanceto archaeology but the
information it provides about the past. It is thus important for the conservator to be aware of
thetype of information which is created and published about ironwork in archaeological
reports.Objects providearchaeologists with information on date, culture, function, symbolism (ideas
and beliefs such as wealth, fashion, taste and religion), recycling, repair and reuse (object
biographies). Their distribution through time and space informsabout changes in activity, peoples
present, belief etc. The valuation process identified above gave higher scores for objects with more
complex and specific function and higher levels of decoration, objects which are more readily
datable and often culture specific. It has been found convenient, when working with artefacts, to
consider them in three forms: bespoke, crafted and mass produced33 which refers to their method of
production, but which also effectively maps onto their values, their conservation treatment as well
as the approach taken by archaeologists to their research and reporting:
 Bespoke – complex objects, often made to order, valuable materials and having highly
decorative character. Objects such as highly decorated jewellery, weaponsor pieces of
sculpture reveal much about the date, culture, biography, change in fashion and luxury
trade.
 Crafted Objects – usually involve specific materials, some decoration, careful control of
form, value etc. Objects such as coins, tools such as armour-piercing arrowheads, decorated
ceramic and glass vessels, they reveal information about date, culture, activities on site,
technology of processes, wealth etc, though their high functionality means they are used for
long periods and some objects change form very little over time.
 Mass produced objects such as course pottery, pins, nails and spindle whorls. Here any one
individual object indicates little other than its function / associated activity and since they do
not change much over time, they have minimal use for dating. However, with low value
they are frequently lost and are not recycled, so they are a good indicator of the presence of
specific activities, trades or groups or cultures. They are often studied as the product of an
industry; changes in the industry are tracked through the changing product.
Bespoke objects are invariably X-rayed,selected, cleaned, drawn, researched, published and
preserved. Craftedobjects are often X-rayed, (though some are not initially identified as such due to
obscuration by corrosion and are only picked up with mass X-radiography) selected, either cleaned
or often partially cleaned, drawn, researched and published. Some effort is made to preserve them.
Mass produced objects such as roves, chain links or nails are only occasionally X-rayed and rarely if
ever even partially cleaned. Only occasionally are they published and only occasionally are even a
selection preserved due to the high cost of storage and perceived low value of the objects. If they
are researched and recorded, it is when there are large numbers and distribution patterns can be
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seen across the site, across time or between sites and periods. Goodall has shown the value of being
able to identify these relatively plain mass produced objects34. Thompson for examplehasshown
that by noting the types of nail present you can identify the type of roofing present on a building35.
These artefacts will, however, never provide information about the past if they are not recorded in
detail or retained for further study;but the cost is high. The solution may be not be retaining the
object, but its digital X-radiograph. Not as informative as the actual object, like much of the site
record36 it is a proxy, and does ensure that some permanent record survives and permits the
possibility of future study.

Interpreting Iron Objects
Archaeological objects have normally been recorded, researched and reported from archaeological
excavations such as Dryslwyn Castle37 or published in museum catalogues38. Increasingly
organisations such as YAT (York Archaeological Trust) and MOLA (Museum of London Archaeology)
are publishing monographs on objects from groups of sites within a city to maximise the research
potential of these objects39. Recently the information on widely dispersed single finds recovered by
metal detecting and reported through the PAS has created a new research resource for
archaeological object research40. Individual objects continue to be studied in detail41 and groups of
specific object types subject to typological study and published in academic journals42.
The presence, absence or concentration of objects around a site is a key part of the interpretation,
as are the differences and similarities in object types and concentrations between sites. However,
variations in object numbers between sites are highly influenced by the size of the excavation. To
overcome this bias Morgan43has recorded the presence of object as ‘numbers of objects per square
metre excavated’, Figure 5. This allows concentrations of the object to be identified independent of
the size of the excavation.

Figure 5: number of arrowheads, buckles and locks/keys per square metre from a range of
medieval sites44
Whilst it may be imagined that many factors such as the rate of corrosion, and the nature of the
excavators may bias the recovery of artefacts, thus far two reasons dominate:
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Publication: some excavations are highly selective and appear not to identify or publish
information on many of their iron finds. As Figure 5 shows both Southampton / Exeter –
excavated hundreds of square metres but have published few iron finds. This reflects
publication policy and in most cases the extremely low values of objects/m2 result from
incomplete publication. It may be appropriate to exclude such sites / regions from detailed
regional or national pictures of artefact assessments as a result of the nature of the bias it
produces.
Sites which have X-rayed 100% of the iron artefacts recovered from the site, such as
Dryslwyn and Nevern Castle excavations generally have high numbers of objects/m2
recorded.

Current experience suggests that corrosion rates do not denude a site of ironwork, just leave it in a
highly corroded condition. This is exemplified by Nevern Castle which is barely three miles from the
sea and possesses a highly acid soil on slate geology, yet it still produces a good volume of ironwork,
even if it is in a highly corroded condition. Historic sites devoid of ironwork are a result of stripping
the metal from the site and its recycling, by human beings.
Beyond the biases, the intensity of occupation is revealed by high concentrations of ubiquitous
objects required by a wide range of people for a wide range of activities. Objects such as knives and
buckles are not specific to a single activity type or group and thus reveal the extent of occupation.
Levels of buckles 0.004-.014/m2appears normal for medieval town and castle sites. Launceston
appears much higher suggesting either buckle using activities were practised on site, such as the use
or manufacture of armour, or there may be errors in the reported area of excavation. Crucially, as
might have been expected, finds related to specific activities do vary with site type, it is no surprise
that large numbers of arrowheads were recovered from castles which experienced a lot of military
activity such as Criccieth, Dryslwyn and Nevern.
However, objects such as locks and keys are more complex to interpret. Locks are frequently found
in locations where there is a concern about theft; locations such as towns and markets (York,
Winchester) with large number of strangers, whilst the levels are low in rural communities (Hen
Domen, Llantrithyd) where everyone knows everyone else. The rich castles of England (Acre and
Launceston) have amuch higher number of locks than castles in active war zones, such as Hen
Domen andDryslwyn. Presumably locks provided little security in a war zone where a locked door
might be kicked in, indicating that Acre and Launceston castles had more social than military
functions from the 13th century onwards. High levels of locks at Nevern Castle (c.f. Hen Domen or
Dryslwyn) or at York (c.f. Winchester) need more detailed explanation, but such potentially
interesting research is highlighted by this method.
The use of the ‘number of artefacts / objects per m2 excavated’ allows relative concentrations of
artefacts from sites of different sizes and different volumes of excavation to be compared. Though
an imperfect measure it gives an indication of:
 those sites where publication even research and recording of objects is incomplete
 what occurred on small and partially excavated sites in comparison to larger more fully
excavated sites
 unusual concentrations and omissions allow us to better interpret where activities took
place on sites and how activities changed over time.

Conclusion
Most publications on X-radiography and conservation focus on improving the quality and legibility of
X-ray images45. However, for archaeological conservators there exists, for that period of time before
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the archaeological finds have become identifiably objects, a clear need for relatively quick and cheap
X-radiograph images upon which object identification decisions can be made, in order to complete
the archaeological process. Whilst in museums and private collections unexamined artefacts wait,
still stored, for future examination and analysis, if archaeological finds are not identified as
objects,at the point of site assessment, they are not retained but discarded.
Shorn of naive notions of the value of the past by the realities of commercial archaeology
archaeological conservators in the UK are only too awarethat the value of the past is what local
politicians, private individuals and businesses will actually pay for. On waterlogged city centre sites,
planning authorities consider 5% loss of archaeological deposits through piling, without any
archaeological recovery or record, as acceptable46. Of the excavations carried out, some are not
published and those which are, havebeen assessed to establish whetherthe cost of conserving
theobjects represents ‘value for money’. In some reports objects are drawn and reported-on
uncleaned, in others they are drawn straight from X-rayand in some cases conservation labs are paid
only to take X-radiographs they are not consulted over interpretation of the image47.
Costs of long term storage of ironwork, at reduced RH levels to ensure the stability of the ironwork48,
in museums are substantial49. Increasingly artefacts must have a value sufficient,not just to be
identified and recorded (possibly cleaned and conserved), but also to justify such museum
preservation. Many museum suffering cuts in central or local government funding are now refusing
to accept anything than high value finds50. In many cases the preservation of a digital image may be
all that can be afforded, especially for mass produced iron objects. This is a poor proxy to the actual
artefacts, but given the focus now given to digital archiving it may be realisticallywhat needs to be
done to ensure that something survives.
The advent of digital X-radiograph systems, the increasing awareness of ‘an assessment and
selection phase’ in post excavation work, the potential of many mass produced objects to provide
informationargues that archaeological conservators should urge archaeologists to X-radiograph ALL
iron artefacts. Given the realities of limited budgets and the high cost of object retention for
museums and units we should then consider retention of the digital X-radiographs and four
outcomes (fates) for the artefacts:
I.
II.

III.

IV.

Clean, conserve and retain all bespoke and many crafted objects.
Partially clean discerning key features such as cross sections for many of the crafted objects,
recognising that x-radiographs do not provide the whole story51. Objects are recorded and
then discarded or retained as appropriate.
Identify mass produced / ubiquitous objectsthrough their x-ray image. The object itself is
normally discarded but a sample number of objects may be retained from well dated
contextsto demonstrate the object type.
Not discernible as an artefact and discarded.

The digital X-ray imaging systems now starting to be used make total assessment surveys of site
ironwork more affordable, meaning that in the future archaeological artefacts such as nails and
armour piercing arrowheads need not be completely lost to archaeological researchers.Retention of
a digital X-radiograph image creates a potentially permanent record which could be; reinvestigated
in future, shared almost instantly with anyone else around the world and is readily incorporated into
the archaeological excavation archive. It should be remembered storing digital data is not without
its own risks and digital X-ray systems are not cheap. Where there is need for high quality Xradiographs, it is perfectly possible to retain and use film alongside the digital should the need arise.
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Abstract
Archaeological conservators do not start with objects, but a range of iron concretions and other
lumps of material covered in soil recovered from archaeological sites. Working in conjunction with
archaeological colleagues the initial requirement isto assess this material and identify the
artefacts/objects. This is part of a wider assessment and selection process which occurs throughout
archaeology and is seen in thepost-excavation process (in the UK) as systems such as MAP1, MAP2
or MoRPHE. Experience has shown that the high cost of film based x-radiography is leading
archaeologists to pre select objects for X-radiography rather than X-radiograph all ironwork.This is
resulting in missing artefacts. The recent development and improvement of digital X-radiography,
often divided into CR (computed radiography) and DR (digital radiography) systems,now provides a
quicker and potentially cheaper, if slightly lower quality,alternative to film. The actual assessment or
valuation process is normally only discussed in print in the case of large building conservation
projects. It can usefully be applied to the valuation of individual iron concretions, factors such as
form, completeness and archaeological context are seen to be crucial. There is benefit in
considering this as an analytic deliberative decision-making process to those learning conservation
and those seeking to improve the process. For experienced conservators it is often a heuristic
decision making process. There is also benefit of X-radiography of all ironwork from an excavation
to record the extent of objects recovered from the site (objects /m2 excavated) aiding research into
artefact use and site interpretation. It is noted that the extent of conservation and research applied
to objects is usually related to their means of production; bespoke, crafted and mass produced.
Given the high cost of ironwork storage and due to recent funding cuts, museums in the UK are
exhibiting increasing reluctance to store lower value iron objects, mass produced and some crafted
items appear increasingly likely only to be retained in digital X-radiograph image form or not at all.
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